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 ENERCON has installed 6 E-92 WECs in Norway 
under unusual conditions.

  
  ENERCON specialists renew nacelle on an old 

E-32 WEC in Germany.

   
ENERCON is involved in the construction of a 
180 MW wind farm on the Greek Cape Kafireas.
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03 _ EDITORIAL

Dear customers,  
dear readers,

We have a turbulent year behind us. The effects of the war in Ukraine posed new challenges 
for us. Disruptions to our supply chains, missing parts, rising costs – it is important we get all  
of these factors under control. This crisis situation has taught us one thing: in view of climate  
change and the dependence on fossil fuel suppliers, it won’t be possible for energy policy 
to continue down the same path it has been on. As the most cost-effective and sustainable 
form of energy, renewables are in demand, WE are in demand. And we will deliver.

Our path is clearly carved out ahead of us: a competitive product portfolio, real value-added 
services and a winning team are the cornerstones of our work. The visitors to the WindEnergy 
trade fair in Hamburg were able to get a first impression of this setup. We received a lot  
of positive feedback on the new E-175 EP5 top model we announced there, and on the new  
E-138 EP3 E3                                              Many other players on the market also share our  
expectations of excellent market prospects for the renewables in the medium to long term. 
The industry is ready – this message came across loud and clear from Hamburg.

Tailwind is also coming from new orders, such as for YEKA RES 2 in Turkey. This major 
project covers 1 GW                                               Orders like this provide us with a solid basis 
from which to decisively tackle the challenges ahead.

With all that said, it is important to point out what the role of the manufacturers is. We are 
part of the industry that develops, produces and supplies the products that are required 
for energy generation. We make our contribution to solving the energy and climate crisis 
with efficient wind turbines and supporting services to enable the realisation of onshore 
wind projects. We are not making excess profits, we are not beneficiaries of the energy war 
unleashed by Putin. We are feeling the effects of it, just like all consumers and the economy 
as a whole.

ENERCON is making every effort to support the strategic reorientation of energy policy. We 
welcome the ambitious expansion targets set out by the German federal government and 
the EU Commission, and are ready and waiting to realise new construction and repowering 
projects with our wind turbines ‘made in EU’. However, in our point of view, a political push 
is still needed to quickly get the ball rolling on implementing these objectives.

Nevertheless, we are optimistic about the next year – not least because we have customers 
and business partners like you by our side. Together we will lead the mission ‘Energy for the 
World’ to success. We would like to thank you for your cooperation and the trust you have 
shown in us. Hold on to your optimism and dedication! 

Season’s Greetings to you and your family!

Dr Jürgen Zeschky
ENERCON CEO

The winds are changing  
in our favour
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… for both ENERCON Service technician Michael Klement and his colleague  
Lukas Krenn performing maintenance on an E-138 EP3 near Munich (Germany), 
and for onshore wind energy in Europe in general. The European Union views  
renewables as being the most cost and energy-efficient solution for decarbonising 
the economy. The European Commission wants wind to provide half of Europe’s 
electricity by 2050, with solar energy making up a further 30 per cent. That would 
mean an electricity system maintained by at least 80 per cent renewable energies 
by the middle of the century! After years of stagnation, the industry is now faced 
with huge tasks – ENERCON’s mission of ‘Energy for the World’ has never been 
more relevant.

THE OUTLOOK  
IS GREAT ...
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Since 1 November, Udo Bauer has been managing operational 
functions at the wind energy converter manufacturer as the new 
ENERCON COO. These responsibilities previously belonged to  
Jost Backhaus, who is leaving the company after 26 years.

Udo Bauer spent more than 25 years at the Schaeffler Group in  
various positions, including President/CEO of the Asia-Pacific 
region and member of the extended Management team. Most  
recently, he was a member of the Hoerbiger Management team 
where he was responsible for a large company division.

‘We are gaining an experienced manager in Udo Bauer’, says CEO  
Dr Jürgen Zeschky. ‘He will continue to pursue the ambitious  
efficiency, delivery reliability and cost reduction targets in the  
COO unit, and will align and strengthen the operational units in the 
best way possible to tackle the tasks ahead.’ 

The Management team wishes the new COO every success 
and would also like to express its gratitude to his predecessor. 
‘Within his area of responsibility, Jost Backhaus made an essential  
contribution to the success of the company’s turnaround. His  
dedication and loyalty to the company merit great respect’, says 
Zeschky.

At the end of September, ENERCON attended WindEnergy  
Hamburg where it presented its products and services. The fair is 
one of the most important international events in the industry and 
attracted over 35,000 visitors and 1,400 exhibitors. This new dawn 
in the industry was also noticeable at the ENERCON stand, which 
was well attended throughout.

‘The renewables market promises fantastic prospects’, says 
ENERCON CEO Dr Jürgen Zeschky. ‘Onshore wind is the most 
cost-efficient form of energy generation and makes us independent  
from fossil fuel imports. The wind energy sector now needs a 
“whatever it takes” moment to start execution quickly. The fair in 
Hamburg was an important step in this direction.’

ENERCON presented its newest top model, the E-175 EP5,  
at the WindEnergy for the first time. ‘The feedback on our  
product portfolio was extremely positive’, says ENERCON CCO  
Ulrich Schulze Südhoff. ‘The E-175 EP5 was particularly well  
received by the visitors, but other models in the EP3 and EP5  
series generated interest too.’ CCO Frederic Maenhaut adds:  
‘We received concrete project enquiries for all of the ENERCON 
regions and had fruitful discussions. The customers could also 
sense the feeling of optimism in the ENERCON team.’

Alongside the conference programme, one of the highlights of  
the event was a flying visit paid to the ENERCON trade fair stand  
by German Vice Chancellor and Federal Minister for Economic 

New COO at ENERCON

Permitting documentation for 
new E-175 EP5 now available

Convincing appearance at 
WindEnergy Hamburg

  Udo Bauer has been ENERCON’s new COO since 1 November.

Affairs and Climate Action Dr Robert Habeck. Together with the 
ENERCON CEO, he unveiled a model of the new E-175 EP5 – his  
only visit to a company at WindEnergy Hamburg.

   ENERCON CEO Dr Jürgen Zeschky (left) and German Vice Chancellor  
Dr Robert Habeck unveil the model of the new E-175 EP5.

   The new dawn in the industry was also noticeable 
at the well-attended ENERCON trade fair stand.

Customers can now access all documents they need to apply for 
a permit (e.g. for a BImSchG permit in Germany) for ENERCON’s 
new E-175 EP5 top model. Customers can request the document 
package from their sales manager. In addition to the technical 
description, the package also contains the documentation for 
foundation and tower, the grid performance data as well as the 
dimensions and weight of the nacelle.

The new top model was met with great interest at the WindEnergy  
Hamburg international trade fair. With a rotor diameter of  
175 metres, a nominal power of 6 MW and wind class S certification,  
the E-175 EP5 is an innovative WEC type ENERCON is offering  
to secure a reliable, crisis-proof, sustainable and affordable  
energy supply.

In addition to its range of state-of-the-art wind energy converters, 
ENERCON also supports its customers with consultancy services  
for all aspects of their projects: assistance with planning and all 
stages of the permitting or tender process, with repowering and 

end-of-life solutions as well as questions around financing or  
project development. ENERCON’s declared objective in doing this 
is to offer tangible added value.

WindEurope  
(Copenhagen/Denmark)
25 – 27 April 2023 
windeurope.org/annual2023

All Energy  
(Glasgow/Scotland, UK )
10 – 11 May 2023 
all-energy.co.uk

HUSUM WIND  
(Husum/Germany)
12 – 15 September 2023 
husumwind.com
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The first ENERCON Operation Control Center (OCC) in the Asia-
Pacific (APAC) region was recently inaugurated in Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam. The Center has been set up to fulfil important EPK 
contract requirements for ENERCON’s customers in the region 
and meet the growing demand in the market. Technical employees 
working in the OCC monitor all of the wind farm projects in the 
region centrally.

The acquisition and the integration of ENERCON Service and 
Wobben Properties into the core ENERCON organisation from 
a company law perspective means the reorganisation of the  
company structure initiated in the turnaround is largely completed.  
Following on from the production companies in charge of  
manufacturing the major WEC components, the ENERCON Service  
companies – until recently independent – have now been acquired  

Operation Control Center 
inaugurated in APAC

   CCO Frederic Maenhaut and the APAC Management team   
attended the ‘OCC APAC inauguration’ in Vietnam.

Download the  
report here:
enercon.de/ 
sustainability-report

Integration completed from a company law perspective

The opening of the OCC is an important milestone for the ENERCON  
APAC region. Among other things, it will help to build a closer 
connection between Sales & After Sales, Service departments 
and customers. CCO Frederic Maenhaut and APAC Regional Head 
Steffen Brauns also took part in the inauguration as part of a trip 
around Asia.

‘The OCC APAC will play an important role in centralising the  
diverse needs in the APAC region and supplying first-class  
ENERCON service to our customers’, says Steffen Brauns.

In the OCC APAC all of the data from the wind farms comes  
together in real time. The team can access the wind energy  
converters remotely and communicates with Service teams and 
ENERCON customers. The aim is to support the operation of the 
wind energy converters as best as possible and reduce response 
times. Moreover, the OCC APAC team can optimise the functions 
of the whole support system and the quality of service using the 
data it obtains.

of objectives, successes and challenges regarding sustainability 
is a given for ENERCON. The ENERCON Sustainability Report for 
2021 is now available on the company website.The report follows 
the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative, an important  
reference for transparent sustainability reporting. It includes data 

ENERCON assumes responsibility for environmental, social and 
economic issues in a variety of diverse ways. Since publication of 
the first Sustainability Report, ENERCON has strived at all times to 
improve measurement and reporting of its performance in these 
areas across all business segments. Transparent communication 

Sustainability Report 2021 published
from German and international units, as well as from Production, 
Administration, Installation and Service. For the first time, this 
2021 Sustainability Report also includes the Scope 3 emissions 
used to calculate the company’s carbon footprint.

by ENERCON. Wobben Properties manages ENERCON’s  
portfolio of patents and was previously a subsidiary company  
of the Aloys Wobben Stiftung. The new sole shareholder of  
ENERCON Service and patent administration is the  
UEE Holding SE & Co. KG, the holding company for the core  
ENERCON organisation. The entry in the commercial register  
was made at the end of September.

Over the past weeks, ENERCON has received not just one but two 
awards. At the end of November ENERCON accepted the ‘German  
Investment in Sweden’ 2022 award, established by the Swedish 
Chamber of Commerce in Germany, the Swedish Embassy in  
Germany and Business Sweden. The award was presented to 
ENERCON at a gala dinner in Berlin in recognition of the company’s 
wind investments and involvement in Sweden over the past  
decades, since commissioning of the first wind energy converter 
in 1995. With the large Markbygden wind farm cluster of almost 
200 ENERCON wind energy converters included – and counting  
the ongoing installation of the last 12 E-138 WECs in Ersträsk 
North – ENERCON has installed a total of around 800 wind energy 
converters in Sweden.

Awards for ENERCON

At the Business Summit held prior to the gala, ENERCON  
Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) Ulrich Schulze Südhoff took part in 
a panel discussion. There he shared his expertise on speeding up 
the energy transition in view of the current energy crisis. ‘We need 
a breakthrough to overcome old dependencies on fossil fuels  
and drive forward renewable energies “made in Europe”’, he  
explained. At the gala dinner that followed, Pamela Lundin,  
ENERCON Director Nordics in Sweden since the late 90s,  
accepted the award on behalf of ENERCON. She commended the 
teamwork and the Management, who have always believed in 
ENERCON’s involvement in Sweden.

Meanwhile the ENERCON team in Ireland in the Western Europe  
region was pleased to accept an award for the ‘Best Learning  
Workplace’ at a local Leadership Awards ceremony. The  
nomination application focused on the high standard of training  
given to ENERCON colleagues, particularly those who work 
in Field Service, with an emphasis on expertise and safety.  
Additionally, the application highlighted ENERCON Ireland’s  
focus on mental health and well-being, and the ongoing effort to 
maintain and improve its high health and safety standards.

Eric Lyne, Senior Trainer at ENERCON in Ireland, said: ‘We are  
delighted to accept the award for Best Learning Workplace at 
ENERCON. Learning and development is fundamental to our  
success, which is why we invest an enormous amount of time  
and resources in training our employees to a high standard. It is 
something we take very seriously, especially when it comes to  
safety, so to be recognised for that is a great honour.’

   Represented ENERCON  
at the award ceremony  
(left to right): 
Global Head of Sales and 
Finance Partners Wolfgang 
Fettig, Director Nordics  
Pamela Lundin and CCO 
Ulrich Schulze Südhoff.    Eric Lyne, Senior Trainer, Gerard O'Donoghue, Manager After Sales  

and Noranne Stack, Managing Director, ENERCON Ireland (left to right)  
with the ‘Best Learning Workplace Award’.
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A job at a wind energy pioneer like ENERCON offers great  
prospects for everyone – including those not working on a wind 
energy converter directly. The best people to explain why are the 
employees themselves. For this reason, wb will use this column  
to ask employees what gets them excited about their work at 
ENERCON. In this issue, Adriane Koch, Field Service technician at 
ENERCON Service Deutschland, tells us what it is that makes this 
job so special to her and what it is like to be one of the few women 
to work in the male-dominated field of wind turbine maintenance.

_wb: Adriane, how do you like your work at ENERCON Service?
Adriane Koch: I like it a lot! Being a Service technician with  
ENERCON offers a lot of variety. I work at a different site every day. 
And it is really awesome to enjoy these fantastic views at work! I’ve 
been doing this job for more than three years now, but I still open the 
roof hatch once a day and stick my head out to enjoy the view!

_wb: What made you apply for a job at ENERCON?
Adriane Koch: I had finished my apprenticeship at a coal-fired  
power plant of a major energy utility, and I was looking for a job. 
An acquaintance who works at ENERCON told me that the company 
was looking for skilled workers for service and maintenance. And I 
thought to myself: why not try something new? Onshore wind power 
definitely has a brighter future than working at a fossil fuel power 
plant. That sounds really cool – I’ll send in my application!

_wb: You are familiar with the fossil fuel energy world and  
with renewable energies. What makes them different in your  
experience?
Adriane Koch: The workday routine for service personnel is similar. 
But a wind energy converter is a completely different type of machine. 
Every time I arrive at a site and get out of the van, I am impressed 
by the sight of the wind energy converter. And working in a sunrise 
industry has huge appeal. I need something to motivate me in the 
morning when I head to work. I don’t think every day, ‘I’m saving the 
world!’ But it makes me feel good to be part of the energy transition.

_wb: And what is it like as a woman to work in a traditionally male-
dominated field? You are probably an absolute rarity in what you 
do, aren’t you?
Adriane Koch: Yes, that’s true. Less than one per cent of Field  
Service technicians are women. I do stand out a bit. It would be great 

Service technicians in the field perform independent 
maintenance and repairs on wind energy converters  
including fault analysis and troubleshooting as a team.  
A team typically consists of two Service technicians. In  
addition, they provide support for the commissioning  
and acceptance of newly installed systems and carry out 
retrofit operations on the systems under their care.

ENERCON is looking for individuals (m/f/x) with training 
in electrical, electronics or mechanical engineering  
to join its team of Service technicians in the field.  
Applicants must have completed a recognised vocational  
training course in electrical engineering, energy  
electronics, power electronics or similar, or a recognised  
vocational training course in a mechanical field in the  
industrial or automotive sector, metalworking or similar.  
ENERCON welcomes both entry-level candidates and  
experienced skilled workers. Physical fitness, the ability  
to work at heights and a valid driving licence are also  
required. Candidates must be reliable and flexible,  
thorough and quality-oriented in their work style, and 
good team players. 

Job with outlook
if more women entered this line of work. It doesn’t involve anything 
that women cannot do. And my experience as a woman working  
in the Service organisation has been good throughout – in my  
interactions with my co-workers as well as with regard to ENERCON  
as an employer. The company takes care of its employees and supports 
women wherever possible. In my opinion, there are still not enough 
efforts made to get girls and women interested in engineering jobs –  
both in school and when it comes to apprenticeships. More action 
is needed here. Many simply don’t know what opportunities this  
industry has to offer. I have a great job, and I would recommend it  
to other women without hesitation!

You can find all job vacancies for  
technicians, electricians and  
mechanics at ENERCON under  
the ‘Technicians’ interest group.

Adriane Koch, 24 years of age
 

Vocational training as electronics 
facility engineer. 
 

Joined ENERCON in 2019. 
 

Current position: Field Service  
technician for the West region at 
ENERCON Service Deutschland.

What do Service technicians  
do in Field Service?

Tailwind  
 for your career
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Next evolutionary stage of  
E-nacelle makes its debut

With the EP3 E-nacelle, ENERCON is launching a newly developed  
generation of converters as a series product for the first time. It sets 
new standards for power, performance and compactness and thus 
makes another important contribution to lowering the levelised cost  
of energy (LCoE). The new converters also form the basis of the  
electrical systems for the recently announced ENERCON top model  
of the future, the E-175 EP5.
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and time savings with regard to production, transport and logistics  
as well as installation and commissioning. The component is  
completed and tested at the factory, and is transported to the  
installation site plug-and-play ready. The first ENERCON system  
type to feature the E-nacelle was the E-160 EP5 E3.

Latest-generation power electronics

In line with ENERCON’s roadmap system, the EP3 platform is  
now following suit while adding its own innovative features: the  
E-138 EP3 E3 E-nacelle contains power electronics of the latest  
generation. ‘The new full-scale converters come with significantly  
higher nominal power’, says Dr Jan Carsten Ziems, Chief Engineer  

In the development of new wind energy converters, ENERCON is 
systematically pursuing the goal of further lowering the levelised 
cost of energy (LCoE). After all, the lowest price for the kilowatt-

hour continues to be a crucial criterion in the highly competitive 
onshore markets around the world. The approach has been mapped 
out in the form of a cross-platform technology and product roadmap: 
innovations, new technologies and cost optimisation features are  
added to the series step by step. The new WEC types in ENERCON’s 
current EP3 and EP5 platforms take turns acting as technology  
prototypes. After the corresponding prototype and testing phase  
has concluded, the new features become available to the series  
machines on both platforms. The goal of this process is the bundling 
of all new features in the E-175 EP5 top model that has recently been 
announced.

With the installation of the first E-138 EP3 E3 – the first EP3 machine 
with E-nacelle – ENERCON has reached the next milestone on its 
roadmap. The wind energy converter was installed in late October at 
the Staphorst wind farm in the Dutch province of Overijssel. The E3 
has a rotor diameter of 138 metres and a nominal power of 4.26 MW. 
A total of three wind energy converters of this new system type will be 
installed at the wind farm.

With the E-nacelle, the electrical systems are fully integrated in the 
machine house. The separate complete E-module in the tower base 
is no longer needed – only a small control unit and the medium-
voltage switchgear are installed here –, resulting in substantial cost  

Rotor diameter: 138 m
Nominal power: 4.26 MW
Drive concept: separately excited direct-drive annular  
generator (gearless)
Hub heights: different tower versions up to a maximum of 160 m
Classification: IEC wind class IIA

E-138 EP3 E3

  The E-138 EP3 E3 E-nacelle contains new full-scale converters, 
which enable much greater power density.
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   With the E-nacelle, the electrical systems are fully integrated in  
the machine house. This results in substantial cost and time savings,  
including with regard to transport and logistics.

   The E-138 EP3 E3 – the first EP3 machine with E-nacelle – was installed 
in October at the Staphorst wind farm in the Dutch province of Overijssel.

   The pitch unit for the E-138 EP3 E3 rotor blades 
has also been modernised.

thus new, site-optimised operating modes. 
These will increase the yield and open up  
new opportunities for wind farm planning  
at  complex sites.’

The yaw system – the system that aligns the 
nacelle with the wind direction and fixes the 
nacelle position – is another next-generation 
feature. The electric motors used for the yaw 
drives are low-maintenance synchronous 
machines. This more than halves the number  
of yaw drives. ‘In addition, the new system  
is permanently active and responds  
automatically if, for example, a gust of wind 
hits the WEC’, says the Chief Engineer.  
‘Without the yaw clamping system that 
we used to use, the drive train has greater  
elasticity and operation is gentler on the  
machine overall.’

Industry standard for  
harmonisation

The rotor blade pitch system has also been 
modernised, mainly by a shift towards  
standardised components as well as the  
adoption of industry standards. For example,  
AC motors are now used to adjust the 
pitch angles. This switch involves the  
introduction of a pitch converter. With a  
large number of certified safety functions, it 
is setting new standards in the wind energy 
sector.

the WEC. The bottom line is that the new electrical systems translate  
into significant LCoE improvements.

New control system integrated

In addition to new converters, the EP3 E-nacelle comes with a next-
generation control system. ‘We are switching the WEC control system 
to a common industry standard that will be used in all our system  
types in the future’, says Dr Jan Carsten Ziems. ‘Standardisation is 
not the only benefit. The platform-independent control system also  
makes it possible to include new load-reducing algorithms and  

for the E3 development project at ENERCON’s research &  
development organisation. ‘The number of power cabinets in the  
E3 E-nacelle is therefore much smaller, while the cabinet size  
remains almost unchanged. This allows us to achieve much greater 
power density.’

Moreover, the converters meet the most exacting of requirements  
for connecting to electrical energy networks worldwide. There is  
another benefit, which will also be relevant for future WEC types: the  
compact size of the electrical systems means they require less room 
in the machine house. The nacelles of more powerful WEC types  
can be built with the same size even though they have greater  
nominal power; this in turn is advantageous for the overall loads of  

Watch the video of 
the installation of 
ENERCON’s first  
EP3 E-nacelle  
in Staphorst  
(Netherlands).

Aside from the engineering innovations, Christian zur Mühlen, Product  
Project Lead of the E3 development project at ENERCON Research &  
Development, believes that the essential step forward is the  
harmonisation of the two ENERCON WEC platforms: ‘Following the 
series introduction of the E-138 EP3 E3, the EP5 and EP3 platforms 
have now caught up with each other and are using a uniform basis. 
Both series are now based on the E-nacelle. We have closed the  
gap between EP3 and EP5 and will be using just one platform for  
WEC development going forward.’ 
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‘Whatever it takes’
ENERCON proposes concrete measures to overcome 
stagnation in the German project business.

 3.  Introduction of qualitative tendering criteria  
at the European level

The strategic importance of a strong and independent European 
wind energy sector should already be reflected in the tendering  
rules for wind energy projects. The EU has long permitted the  
inclusion of qualitative criteria – intended to complement the  
previous focus on cost efficiency – for awarding projects at auction. 
These non-monetary criteria are intended to have a measurable  
effect on greater European value creation, for example through  
including social standards or the involvement of local stakeholders 
such as residents and municipalities in projects. Ecological and  
innovative goals along the value creation chain would equally provide  
incentives, for example carbon-neutral, sustainable system  
components or the interoperability with smart energy systems.
 

Commissioning of wind projects must become  
possible within 18 months

‘Lighthouse projects’ could be used to test out the privileged  
treatment of wind energy projects in the tendering and permitting 
process, including the application of the instruments described  
above. The goal must be the commissioning of relevant wind  
projects within 18 months. Potentially suitable sites for such  
projects can be found in many regions in Germany and throughout 
Europe, for example open-pit lignite mines, large industrial sites, 
publicly owned forests in southern Germany or windy repowering 
areas in northern Germany – for some of these, planning has already 
started. Such lighthouse projects could act as blueprints for rapid 
permitting procedures and project realisation following the example  
of the LNG terminal. This would send a strong signal to private  
and public actors with the message ‘if we all want the same, we 
can do it quickly!’ Such best practice examples could then serve as  
a basis for guidelines for the continued rapid expansion of wind 
energy. And that would bring about the long-awaited ‘whatever it 
takes’ moment! 

is preceded by the acquisition of land and by permitting procedures 
that have become more complex and time-consuming with every 
passing year. In Germany, this sequential process often takes five 
years or longer. 

A government guarantee – where necessary in combination with 
low-interest interim financing until the project financing through the 
relevant bank has been secured – could uncouple the initiation of the 
supply chain from the permitting procedure and financing element 
of wind energy projects. In other words, the purchase order for a 
wind energy converter could be placed earlier and the manufacturer 
could start producing components before the final building permit 
for the project is granted. This approach would allow commissioning 
to take place at least six months sooner. At the same time, it would 
give manufacturers planning security and minimise the risk of a  
critical liquidity shortfall due to high inventory. This would secure 
the supply chain and increase the reliability of production capacities, 
which in turn would speed up the expansion of renewable energies.

 2. Business incentives in tendering procedures
In order to allay doubts concerning the profitability of wind projects 
among operators and banks, experts and stakeholders also propose  
a prompt adjustment of the ceiling for bids at auction. In this  
regard, it would be helpful to link the development of costs and feed-
in tariffs, for example by indexing the ceiling in order to compensate  
for inflation. The general increase of the bid ceiling – demanded  
by many – could include a degressive component or a time limit, 
which would turn it into a veritable ‘sprinter bonus’, and could be 
accompanied by low-interest government loans.

there are still more issues such as a lack of transport permits,  
poor grid infrastructure or lawsuits brought by residents that make 
it anything but certain that construction will go ahead any time soon.

What we need is a ‘whatever it takes’ moment for the approval and 
realisation of new projects. The quick and unbureaucratic approval  
of LNG terminals in northern Germany has shown that this is  
possible: construction started well before the final building permit 
was issued, various expert reports and required documentation – 
even the nature conservation assessment – could be retroactively 
submitted and thus did not delay the project.

Measures for quick wind energy expansion  

This political will must now be transformed into a fresh wind so  
that the production and commissioning of wind energy converters 
can regain momentum in a similar manner. From ENERCON’s  
perspective, there are three meaningful and necessary measures 
that should be implemented in the short term in order to overcome 
the current stagnation in project realisation:

 1.  Government guarantees as security for early  
purchase orders for WECs

Manufacturers frequently do not receive purchase orders for wind 
energy converters from operators until the latter have successfully 
won the bid at auction and fully secured the project financing. This 

W hile the world is looking with concern at the results of the 
COP27 in Sharm El Sheikh in Egypt where the progress 
of global climate protection was again slow, European  

governments are spending vast sums of money on fossil fuels.  
Lignite and hard coal, liquefied gas from all over the world and the 
extension of the use of nuclear power are intended to counteract 
a gap in the supply of gas and electricity as winter is approaching.

There is no doubt that these are legitimate measures against the 
background of the energy crisis. But at the same time, one thing 
is becoming increasingly clear: the actual key to European energy  
autonomy, to achieving the climate protection goals and to a  
sustainable reduction of energy prices is the rapid expansion of  
renewable energies – nothing else. 

Expansion of onshore wind energy is lagging behind targets  

Onshore wind energy is a central pillar of this expansion. But  
currently the expansion in this area, too, is significantly behind 
what was planned. In Germany, for example, only about 2.5 GW  
are expected to be added in 2022. When projects are put out to  
tender, there is a chronic lack of adequate bids; permits are not  
forthcoming at the level that is needed; and many projects that  
have already been approved never see the light of day. 

There are two main reasons for this:

Tendering tariffs have not yet been adjusted even though the upper  
limits are no longer adequate for the cost increases due to raw  
materials, inflation and interest on borrowed capital. Wind farm 
yields are no help here, because banks only accept the guaranteed 
accepted bid value as security for new wind energy converters. If a 
project is awarded to a bidder, many project planners are doubtful 
that their project can be finished in time to avoid paying penalties. 
This system must be updated. 

Comprehensive legislative packages have been passed in Brussels  
and most EU member states and have breathed new life into stalled 
permitting procedures. However, due to the excessive bureaucracy  
and understaffed permitting authorities, projects are extremely 
slow to benefit from the simplification and acceleration measures.  
Even if the building permit for a wind turbine is finally granted,  
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_wb: Resilience, autonomy and technology  
sovereignty are becoming the core  
paradigm of energy policy, superseding 
cost-effectiveness which used to be viewed 
as the top priority. However, such values 
cannot be had for nothing – independence 
has its price. What incentives could be 
created for this added value in the energy 
system of the future?

Dr Patrick Graichen: Russia’s war of  
aggression against Ukraine has mercilessly  
exposed the political and economic  
vulnerabilities and dependencies inherent  
in a fossil-based energy supply. Our energy 
system continues to be governed by three 
primary energy policy goals: our energy  
policy must achieve a secure supply,  
affordable energy and climate protection at 
the same time. The transformation of the 
energy supply is essential for better climate  
protection, a secure supply and stable  
prices. At the same time, the importance of 
domestic production capacities – meaning 
locations in Germany and Europe – is rising  
because of the worsening geopolitical  
crises. It is crucial for the EU to find the right 
answers with regard to industry policy and 
legislation, not least in response to the  
Inflation Reduction Act passed in the US. 
This discussion is now underway with some 
urgency, and we invite all actors to submit 
their proposals as soon as possible. 

_wb: The manufacturing of wind energy  
converters comes at the very end of the 
‘project chain’ – after land has been  
acquired, permits obtained, tenders won 
at auction, and financing secured. How  
can we secure and accelerate this process 
to create planning security for all actors 
and in particular for the makers of wind 
turbines?

Dr Patrick Graichen: Planning and  
investment security is of central importance 
for strengthening value creation chains 
and alleviating the skilled labour shortage. 
Such security is indispensable for making  
it worthwhile for companies to invest in  
the expansion of production capacities,  
personnel, and job training. The Federal  
Minister for Economic Affairs Habeck  
hosted a round-table meeting on the  
expansion of production capacities for 
the energy transition. It was attended by  
companies and industry associations from 
the wind power, solar energy and power 
grid sectors. They agreed on a process for 
the detailed analysis of barriers and their  
elimination. The results of this process will 
be presented at the end of 2022. 

But even today, we know for sure that  
besides economic bottlenecks – such as in 
the supply of components or the availability 
of raw materials – the creation of predictable 
demand is highly relevant. Various measures 
were discussed concerning this last issue. If 
implemented, they will make it possible to 
start the procurement of components and 
the manufacturing of turbines even before 
the tendering process has concluded and 
the project has been awarded. 

_wb: Mr State Secretary, what steps is the 
federal government pursuing in order 
to tackle the central solution for supply  
security, energy independence and  
climate protection: the rapid expansion  
of renewable energies?

Dr Patrick Graichen: The share of renewable  
energies in gross power consumption is  
increasing. In the first half of 2022, it was 
already 49 per cent. In July of 2022, the 
two chambers of parliament passed the  
Immediate Action Programme – the largest  
legislative package for energy policy in  
decades. Its goal is to source 80 per cent 
of power consumption through renewable 
energies by 2030. With regard to wind energy 
converters, the Renewable Energy Sources 
Act assures the industry that the planned 
expansion rate of 10 GW per year will be kept 
constant until we reach 160 GW of installed 
capacity by the end of the 2030s. 

It is obvious that we need more land area  
and more permits in particular for onshore 
wind so that we can achieve our expansion 
goals for renewable energies and climate 
protection. We are already moving things 
forward in this regard: for example, the law 
now declares renewable energies to be in 
the overriding public interest and a matter 
of public safety. In addition, we have passed 
legislation that makes new land areas  
available for wind power and simplifies  
procedures with regard to nature  
conservation and repowering. The next 
steps that have already been planned involve  
simplifications for wind turbine building 
permits as well as the introduction of ‘go-to  
areas’ that are currently being negotiated  
at the EU level. 

Moreover, in the spring of 2023, we will  
present an onshore wind strategy: in  
cooperation with the stakeholders, it will 
evaluate the existing measures that have 
been introduced by that point and verify 
which additional improvements are possible 
and necessary.
   

3.
2.

1.

While other countries are significantly improving the investment conditions 
for renewable energies – with the US and its Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) 
taking the lead – Germany is currently investing vast sums of money in  

conventional energy sources in order to ward off a shortage of gas and electricity in 
the current crisis. This is in stark contrast to the slow speed of wind energy expansion, 
which is not nearly enough to quickly achieve greater independence from fossil energy 
and lower the energy prices. In concert with the European wind turbine manufacturers, 
ENERCON urges greater security for investments and planning in Germany – a major 
wind energy market – to enable the industry to cope with the necessary ramp-up of  
turbine production. wb spoke to Dr Patrick Graichen, state secretary and political  
manager of the energy transition in Germany, and asked him these questions.

‘Planning and investment security  
is of central importance’ 

Dr Patrick Graichen, state secretary for the energy 
transition, outlines the focus of German energy policy.

Dr Patrick Graichen is state secretary at the 
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs 
and Climate Action and is considered the  
political manager of the energy transition  
in Germany.

Dr Patrick Graichen
QUESTIONS FOR
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   ENERCON will supply 240 wind energy  
converters of type E-138 EP3 E2 for the  
YEKA RES 2 project over the coming four years 
(symbolic image: Karlitepe wind farm, Turkey).

   Both companies are excited about the signing of 
the cooperation agreement between ENERCON 
and Enerjisa Üretim.

   From left to right: Arif Günyar (CAMEA Regional Head), Ulrich Schulze Südhoff (ENERCON CCO), Dr Jürgen Zeschky (ENERCON CEO),   
Ihsan Erbil Bayçöl (CEO Enerjisa Üretim) and Mert Yaycıo�glu  (CFO Enerjisa Üretim) at the contract signing in Istanbul. 

ENERCON CCO Ulrich Schulze Südhoff adds: ‘ENERCON is proud 
of the fact that our products have been chosen for the YEKA RES  
projects. Our wind energy converters are considered “best in 
class” and have proved their outstanding reliability at the Turkish 
sites. This supply agreement underlines the importance of Turkey  
as a target market and as part of our supply chain.’

Arif Günyar, Regional Head of ENERCON CAMEA, is also excited 
about this new chapter of the energy transition in Turkey that 
ENERCON is opening together with Enerjisa Üretim: ‘I would like  
to thank our entire team that has worked hard to make sure that the 
agreement could be signed.’ This cooperative project represents 
a milestone in ENERCON’s commitment to the Turkish market.

ENERCON and Enerjisa Üretim – a joint venture of the  
E.ON-SABANCI-Holding, a leader in power generation – are 
joining forces for the implementation of the YEKA RES 2  

project in Turkey, where the two companies together will install 
onshore wind energy systems with a total capacity of 1,000 MW. 
ENERCON will supply a total of 240 wind energy converters of type 
E-138 EP3 E2 over the next four years.

‘We look forward to a long-term, trusting cooperation’, says  
ENERCON CEO Dr Jürgen Zeschky. ‘Both of our companies are 
fully committed to renewable energies and to bringing about the 
energy transition. Together we will make a significant contribution 
to a reliable, crisis-proof, sustainable and cost-effective energy 
supply in Turkey.’ 

ENERCON and Enerjisa Üretim join  
forces for one of the country’s largest  
onshore wind investments.

Supply agreement signed  
for 1,000 MW in Turkey

Enerjisa Üretim CEO Ihsan Erbil Bayçöl 
explained that investments in renewable  
energies had picked up substantially at 
the global level: ‘Enerjisa Üretim is taking 
on a pioneering role in the industry with a 
view to investments and power generation, 
and we also want to make a contribution to  
the development of a skilled workforce,  
to sustainability and to technology. The  
realisation of this project will bolster our 
position as the green energy generation 
company with the largest installed capacity 
in Turkey.’

The YEKA tender programme with a total  
capacity of 2,850 MW has been active 
since 2017. It is one of the biggest projects 
in Turkey with the goal of mitigating the  
global climate crisis, expanding the domestic  
production in the renewables sector and 
increasing the share of renewable energies 
in the energy mix. The project is located in 
regions of Turkey that have the greatest 
wind energy potential. Wind farms will be 
installed in Çanakkale (250 MW), Balıkesir 
(250 MW), Aydın (250 MW) and Mu�gla  
(250 MW). 

ENERCON has been active in Turkey for 
25 years. Thanks to the well-established 

supply chains in the country, ENERCON  
produces and procures all major components  
for the E-138 EP3 machines – with the 
exception of the nacelles – in Turkey,  
satisfying the local-content requirements of 
YEKA RES 2 and YEKA RES 3. Once the project  
is complete, ENERCON will boast an installed  
power of over 3.5 GW in Turkey. 
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   The logistics of this job were particularly challenging; among  
other things, a jetty had to be built specially for this project.

   ENERCON has installed 6 E-92 machines in the Norwegian tundra –  
the prevailing wind conditions at this location promise excellent yields. Sørøya island is one of the summer grazing and calving areas for 

the reindeer of the local Sami people. ‘We scheduled our installation  
work around the calving season and migration patterns of the  
reindeer’, explains Eike Gentsch from Global Sales Management.  
‘In close cooperation with the project owners, we found a way to  
drive this project forward.’ In addition, the winter was so long that the 
site could not be reached via public roads until June. In September, 
work had to cease again due to the risk of snow. 

The sophisticated logistics concept deserves special praise. Among 
other things, a project-specific jetty had to be built and extended with 
a barge. All major components, lorries and cranes were ferried by 
RORO (roll-on roll-off) ships from the port of Hammerfest to the  
Dønnesfjord wind farm and the construction site.
 
‘The local cooperation of all involved parties was outstanding’, says 
Lukas Marhold, CNE General Project Manager. ‘A big thank-you 
goes to the ENERCON installation teams who found solutions for 
every challenge and were fully focused on the project to allow us to 
finish on schedule before the end of this year.’ 

A very special wind farm for ENERCON’s Central and Northern  
Europe (CNE) region was built this year in Dønnesfjord in 
Norway. Located 130 kilometres from the North Cape,  

Dønnesfjord is the northernmost ENERCON wind farm in the 
world. The wind farm includes a total of 6 E-92 machines; four of  
them have a hub height of 69 metres and two have a hub height of  
85 metres. With an average annual wind speed of 8.7 to 8.8 metres 
per second at hub height, very high yields can be expected at the  
site. The ENERCON wind turbine was selected for this site because 
of the reliable EP2 platform and the site-specific height restrictions.  
Because ice build-up must be expected, all six machines are  
equipped with de-icing systems. 

The Dønnesfjord wind farm was built on the remote island of Sørøya, 
the fourth-largest Norwegian island along the coastline in the  
municipality of Troms and Finnmark. Originally, installation and 
commissioning had been scheduled for 2019. However, after delays  
due to the coronavirus pandemic and because of other unusual 
framework conditions, the wind farm will finally be connected to the 
grid this year. 

Reindeer migration, limited  
infrastructure and the onset of winter 
make the Dønnesfjord project an  
outstanding example of teamwork.

ENERCON’s 
northernmost 
wind farm  
completed
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‘A fantastic project in which the entire team was highly motivated.  
I’m glad that we were able to get this E-32 machine shipshape for  
the coming years so that the site can continue to produce eco- 
friendly wind energy. Unfortunately, the permitting laws do not allow 
a repowering project with a different system type’, says Bernhard 
Folkerts from ENERCON Global Sales Management. ‘At a very good 
wind site, an E-32 machine produces up to one million kilowatt-hours 
per year and can thus provide power to up to 300 homes annually.’

A total of 185 E-32 systems were installed between 1988 and 1993 – 
in Germany, the Netherlands and on the Canary Islands. They were 
mostly single-turbine installations. This WEC model belongs to the 
last ENERCON turbine generation with gearing. The machine house 
is ten metres long and weights 22 metric tons; it includes a drive 
train, a synchronous generator and the hub. The successor model, 
the E-40, was the first to use a low-maintenance gearless concept – 
still the hallmark of ENERCON’s wind energy converter design today. 

Currently, there are still about 25 E-32 machines in the field;  
however, there will be no more updates. ‘The demand is simply  
not great enough, and then there is the issue of sourcing the  
replacement parts’, says Kleen. The Update team is getting ready  
for other tasks, though. ‘We have a lot of projects in the pipeline. 
From the E-40 to our current generation of wind energy converters,  
we will continue to restore machine components to tip-top  
condition.’  

The departure of the E-32 nacelle from the logistics area of  
the Mechatronics centre of excellence in Aurich (Germany) 
is a moving moment for Ingo Kleen, Head of Mechanics at 

ENERCON’s Update department, and his team. They spent about 
four weeks working on the update of one of ENERCON’s first nacelle 
models. ‘This was probably the last E-32 nacelle that we’ll ever fix up 
again’, says Kleen. ‘A special project that called for old engineering 
know-how and a bit of tinkering and creativity.’

The vintage component doesn’t have far to travel: its destination is only 
45 kilometres away in a field near Manslagt by the North Sea coast. 
The installation team is already waiting at the site. They will replace 
the old nacelle on the 32-metre tower with the refurbished component. 
Horenburg Wind GbR bought the machine with a nominal power of  
300 kW from ENERCON in 1993. The purchase agreement was signed 
by company founder Aloys Wobben himself.

‘My husband became interested early on in the idea of having our 
own wind turbine that would supplement our farming business’, says  
Ihna Deterts, member of the owner association. ‘Back then, it was still 
possible to install individual wind turbines.’ The energy produced by  
the E-32 machine is fed into the public power grid. ‘During the entire  
service life of the wind turbine, our experience with ENERCON has 
been nothing but good. Service has been prompt and the machine has  
always run without a hitch. We hope that our E-32 will remain with us 
for another five to ten years, or perhaps even longer.’

It is one of the windiest regions in Greece 
and at the same time one of the most 
challenging places to install wind energy  

converters. Nevertheless, ENERCON is  
currently involved in the construction of  
another wind farm on Cape Kafireas. The 
customer, Terna Energy, has commissioned 
the supply of 61 E-82 wind energy converters  
from ENERCON, with a total power of 180 MW.

Terna Energy is one of the biggest renewables  
investors in Greece and is active around the 
world in the fields of wind, solar, hydropower 
and biogas. ENERCON had already brought 
all of the components to the closest delivery  
point in October. At the same time as this, 
the parts were distributed to the individual  
construction sites. The final wind energy 
converter is expected to be commissioned in 
the first quarter of 2024.

‘We are pleased to be able to realise this  
project for Terna Energy’, says ENERCON 
General Project Manager José Machado.  
‘Due to its extreme weather conditions 

An E-32 continues to produce green 
energy 29 years later with a nacelle from 
ENERCON’s Update department.

The first of 61 E-82 wind energy  
converters are currently being  
constructed on Cape Kafireas. 

The last E-32  
update (probably)

ENERCON installs 
180 MW wind farm  
in Greece

   Update successful: the E-32  
machine is running again.

   The Update team worked several 
weeks to get the E-32 nacelle with  
built-in gearing back up and running.

   A generational photo showing the size difference: E-32 nacelle in front of a current E-nacelle.   ENERCON is currently installing 61 E-82 WECs on the Greek Cape Kafireas.

and mountainous landscape, the region is  
particularly challenging. Our team is ready  
to take on these tasks and consolidate  
ENERCON’s market position in Greece 
further.’ 
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http://www.enercon.de
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